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1. INTRODUCTION 
Multivalued differential equations of the form 
i(f) E m(o), fE co, Tl (1.1) 
can be used, in alternative to stochastic processes, as a model for systems 
whose evolution is non-deterministic. Compared with the rich mathemati- 
cal theory which is currently available for random processes, however, dif- 
ferential inclusions have remained a rather thin subject, concerned mainly 
with the existence of solutions and with the topological properties of the set 
of trajectories. The present paper is an attempt to widen the scope of this 
theory, introducing the notion of “likelihood” for a solution of a differential 
inclusion and formulating a corresponding class of estimation, prediction, 
and filtering problems. 
To do this, a simple approach first comes to mind: define some probabil- 
ity measure on the set of trajectories of (1.1) and formulate the prediction 
and filtering problems accordingly. Unfortunately, there seems to be no 
canonical probability distribution which is supported precisely on the 
solution set of (1.1). The choice of any particular distribution would 
thus require considerable additional information about the system to be 
modeled. For this reason, we consider a new definition of “likelihood” 
which is entirely independent of probability theory, relying solely on the 
metric structure. 
If 9 denotes the family of all solutions of (1.1) and u E 9, a rough 
estimate of how many trajectories u E B remain close to u is given by 
fl{d:u~F, Iv(t)-u(t)l<~forallt~[O, T]}, (1.2) 
where /3 denotes the Hausdorff measure of non-compactness in 9” and 
E > 0. As E + 0, the i&mum of the quantities (1.2) is a well defined number, 
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which we call the likelihood of II. Our main result shows that this number 
can be explicitly computed by an integral formula. For the Kuratowski 
measure of non-compactness of a decomposable subset of Y’, a somewhat 
similar formula was proved in [23. Our choice of the Hausdorff measure 
in 9” is largely motivated by the fact that, in this setting, the likelihood of 
a trajectory u( .) usually has a simple expression, depending only on the 
Chebyshev radius of F(u(t)) and on the distance between a(!) and the 
Chebyshev center of F(u(t)). The corresponding prediction and filtering 
problems can thus be written in the form of classical problems in the 
calculus of variations. 
The possibility of defining the “most likely path” for a differential 
inclusion in a non-probabilistic ontext was first suggested by A. Cellina, 
whose remarks provided the initial motivation for this research. It is well 
known that several qualitative aspects of probability theory have a purely 
topological counterpart, formulated in terms of Baire Category. A com- 
prehensive account of the analogies between measure and category can be 
found in Oxtoby’s book [lo]. The present paper yields an example of a 
quantitative aspect of probability theory which has a non-probabilistic 
counterpart, defined using measures of non-compactness. 
Basic notations and definitions are collected in Section 2. The integral 
formula expressing the likelihood is stated in Section 3 and proved in 
Sections 4-6. In Section 7 we define the likelihood L(X) for a point X to be 
approached by solutions of a multivalued Cauchy problem, and show that 
L(X) is the value function of a corresponding optimization problem. The 
previous theory is then used in the last section, providing a rigorous math- 
ematical formulation of a family of estimation, prediction, and filtering 
problems, in a context which is entirely independent of probability theory. 
2. PREL~~INARI~ 
In this paper we write I .( for the euclidean norm on R”, while B(x, r), 
B(x, r) denote the open and the closed ball centered at x with radius r, 
respectively. We write A and E5 A for the closure and the closed convex 
hull of A, and A\B for a set-theoretic difference. The distance of a point x 
from a set A is d(x, A), while d,(A, B) indicates the Hausdorff distance 
between two sets. We write x + A for the set {x + y; y E A} and B(A, E) 
[@A, E)] for the open [closed] s-neighborhood around the set A. Given 
a bounded subset A of a Banach space, its Hausdorff measure of non- 
compactness [4, p. 411 is 
/I( A) = inf( r> 0: A can be covered with finitely many balls of radius r ). 
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The Lebesgue measure of a set JE R is meas( By a function 
f: [a, b] + R” we shall always mean a Lebesgue measurable function. If f 
is locally integrable, its Lebesgue set is 
It is well known that the complement of Leb(f) has measure zero 
[6, p. 931. IffE JZ2([0, 11; KY) satisfies 
s n’fW<=w, (2.1) 
then for every XE IR” one has the useful identity 
j; l”fW&=~~ lf(5)-42&+Ix-42. (2.2) 
We denote by X, the family of all nonempty compact convex subsets of 
IV’, endowed with the Hausdorff metric. If QE&, its Chebyshev center 
c(O) is the unique point W E Q where the function 
attains its global minimum [ 1, p. 741. The Chebyshev radius of R is then 
Throughout this paper we shall be concerned with multifunctions 
F: R” + X, which are Lipschitz continuous w.r.t. the Hausdorff metric. A 
(Caratheodory) solution of (1.1) is an absolutely continuous function 
t + x(t) which satisfies (1.1) almost everywhere on [0, T]. For the basic 
theory of multifunctions and differential inclusions, our general reference is 
Cll. 
3. LIKELIHOOD MEASURES 
Let F: R” --) OX” be a Lipschitz continuous multifunction with compact 
convex values and call 5 E U( [0, T]; KY) the family of all Caratheodory 
solutions of (1.1). To each u E 9 we associate a scalar quantity which 
roughly measures how many solutions u are located in a small 
neighborhood of U. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. The (metric) likelihood of a solution 14 of (1.1) is the 
limit 
L(u)=!i~~8{i’:uE~nB(u,2)}, (3.1) 
where p denotes the Hausdorff measure of non-compactness in the space 
P( [O, T]; R”). 
Observe that the ball E(u, c) refers to the $9’ topology on the space of 
trajectories, while f(u) measures the non-compactness in 9” of a set of 
derivatives. To make good use of the above definition, one now needs a 
practical formula for evaluating the right-hand side of (3.1). To this pur- 
pose, define the function h: Iw” x .Xi -+ [w u { - co } by setting 
(3.2) 
with the understanding that h(o, a) = -cc if oq? 52. One can interpret 
h*(o, Q) as the maximum variance among all random variables supported 
inside Q, whose mean is o. Clearly, h(w, Q) = 0 iff o is an extreme point 
of Q. Relying on Liapunov’s Theorem, when WE Q one can prove the 
existence of a function f: [0, I] -+ Q for which the supremum in (3.2) is 
exactly attained [3, Sect. 163. Therefore, the function h actually denotes a 
maximum. Our main result characterizes the likelihood in terms of the 
function h. 
THEOREM 3.2. The likelihood of a solution u of (1.1) is given by 
j7’h2@(t), F(u(t))) dt 
> 
l/2 
= IIW, Ou))lly~. (3.3) 
0 
In several cases, the computation of h is rather simple. For each compact 
convex set Q, let c(Q) and r(Q) be its Chebyshev center and its Chebyshev 
radius, respectively. Define the subset Q* E Q as 
Q*=CO{OEQ: lo-c(Q)1 =r(Q)}. (3.4) 
EXAMPLE 1. If Q is the box [a,, 6,] x ... x [a,,, 6,,] SW, then 
LP=Q. 
EXAMPLE 2. If B is a triangle, say Q = W{o,, 02, o,}, then Q* = 52 iff 
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all of its angles are <n/2. If one angle, say at o,, is strictly greater than 
n/2, then c(Q) = f(o+ + w,), r(Q) = f 10~ -wJ, and Q* =E~{o~, w3}. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Q be a compact convex set in R”. Then 
h(o, Q) 6 Jr’(O) - 10 - c(Q)l’, (3.5) 
with equality holding for all o E Q*. 
Proof. If f: [0, 1 ] + 8 satisfies (2.1), then (2.2) yields 
I,’ lf(5)-o12di.+lw-c(~)12=~~ If(r)-c(Q)l’dr<r’(Q). (3.6) 
This gives (3.5). If OE Q*, there exists a piecewise constant function 
f: [0, l] -+ Q which satisfies (2.1) together with 
If(t) - cW)l = r(Q) vre w, 11. 
For this J equality holds in (3.6). Therefore, equality also holds in (3.5). 
COROLLARY 3.4. If all sets F(x) in (1.1) have the property that 
F*(x) = F(x), then the likelihood fa trajectory u E 9 is 
[7’r2(F(u(t)))dt-[7’Iti(t)-c(F(u(t)))12dt 
I!2 
. (3.7) 
0 0 
4. UPPER SEMICONTINUITY 
Before proving Theorem 3.2, we need to establish some basic properties 
of the integrand function h. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) For every y E R”, h( y + CO, y + Q) = h(w, 52). 
(ii) If 0, E Q2, then h(o, L?,) < h(o, Sz,). 
(iii) For each fixed QE X”, the function w + h*(w, I?) is strictly 
concave down on a. 
The first two assertions are obvious. To prove (iii), let ol, o2 E Q, 
o,#02,0<~<1.Choosef,,f2:[0,1]-tQsuch that 
s dfi(t)dt=Wiv 1’ lftf,(5)-~i12dS’=h2(~tv Q). 0 
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Ifw=lo,+(l-;1)o,andf:[O,l]-rQisdefinedby 
then, using (2.2), one obtains 
J; ~m-o~~e=n J; vi(r~)-w~~~~~+u-~) J; 1~2~t~~w4~~5~~ 
= 3,Ch2(o,, Q) + lq - 4’1 
+ (1 - I)[h2(02, a) + 102 - o12]. 
Since ol, w2 #o, this yields 
h2(o, a) > lh2(w, f-2) + (1 - 2) h2(W2, a), 
proving (iii). Of course, the function o + h(o, Sz) is then concave down as 
well. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The function h : IF!” x X, --) 52 u { - CC ) is upper semi- 
continuous. 
Proof: By (i) and (ii) in Proposition 4.1, it suffices to show that 
inf h(0, @A?, E)) = h(0, 52) V12EXn. (4.1) &>O 
Here 0 denotes the origin in R”. Let Q be given. Since the case O&Q is 
trivial, in the following we assume 0 E Q. Define the vector space 
V=(o~[W”:31>Osuchthat?o~IR, -qv~52) (4.2) 
and set Q,=Qn V. 
Choose radii R > r > 0 such that 
52 c&O, R), B(0, r)n VEQ, 
Let any E > 0 be given. It is not restrictive to assume 
E(R + E)/r < 1 - E. 
(4.3)l.Z 
(4.4) 
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Define Q, = C3{f2\B(QV, E)} and observe that s2 “n Sz, = @. An auxiliary 
result is now proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. There exists 6E (0, E] such that 
meas(tc[O, l]:d(f(<),Q.)2~}<~ 
for every function f satisfying the conditions 
(4.5) 
f(5ww 6) VtE K4 11; 5 ;f(e,dr=O. 
Proof of the Lemma. Observe first hat the function 
(4.6J1.2 
is continuous and strictly positive on QE. By continuity and compactness, 
there exists 6 E (0, E] such that 
min{ll/(x): XEE(B(SZ, S)\B(Q,, E))} >6. (4-R) 
Assume now that f satisfies (4.6). Write [0, 1 ] = J u J”, with 
J= {5’:d(f(5W.)>E}, J” = [O, l]\J. 
By writing (4.6), in the form 
(4.9) 
meas( jJf(0 dt 
meas( J) 
+ (1 - meas(J j,cf(T)d< =. 
1 - meas 
we exhibit two vectors 
01 ~ww& s)\m., &)I, 02 E 8(52,6) (4.10) 
such that meas . o1 + (1 - meas( . o2 = 0, i.e., 
- meas 
w2= 1 -meas(/)‘W1* 
If now meas > E, we would have 
a contradiction with (4.8). This establishes the lemma. 
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We now return to the proof of Proposition 4.2. With d > 0 chosen 
according to the previous lemma, let f be a function satisfying (4.6) for 
which 
*I 
J lf(5)I2 &=h2(Q &a 6)). (4.1 1 ) o 
We will construct a function f: [0, 1 ] + Q V such that 
13 : (O&=0 (4.12) 
and whose Yip2 norm is close to the Y2 norm off: This will provide the 
needed lower bound on h(0, Q). As a preliminary, call rry the perpendicular 
projection on the subspace V and define fv as the composition II “oJ By 
(4.5) there exists a set JE [O, l] with meas(J such that 
This implies, in particular, 
Ifv(r lf(5)l -E Vt4J. (4.13) 
Using Liapunov’s theorem [7] and recalling (4.4), choose /E J“ such that 
meas( I) = E( R + h)/r, (4.14) 
To construct the function 3, first define 
3(e) =+&f"(r) if 5 $ Iv J, 
then set 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
for < E I u J. This constant value off on I u J is chosen precisely to satisfy 
(4.12). Let us check that3(t)EQV for all r. If S$ZuJ, one has 
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hence fJt)=w+w with WEG!~, w’ E V, 1 w’l < E. Therefore, recalling 
(4*3)*, 
no=-&&w+& W’EZ w rwt -Q,. { YE }  
On the other hand, if 5 E Zu J, (4.17) implies!(<) E V. Moreover, by (4.14) 
(4.15) and (4.3),, 
r 
<--c(R+6)=r. 
E(R + 6) 
Because of (4.3),, we again conclude that ~(<)EQ,. 
To estimate the 9’ norm of], observe that, by (4.5), (4.14), and (4.3),, 
meas(Zu J) < E(R + 6)/r + E, 
(lf(5)l -&I22 lfW12-WR+Q 
Using (4.11), (4.13) one thus obtains 
>--f&[h2(0,B(12,~))]-~[(R+h)2(R+r+G)/r+2(R+S)]. 
(4.18) 
The above relation shows that, for any E> 0, there exists 6 E (0, E] such 
that h’(O, L2) is greater or equal than the right-hand side of (4.18). This 
proves (4.1). 
The previous result implies a technical lemma, which we record here for 
future use. 
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LEMMA 4.4, For every Q E X,, w E Q, E > 0, there exists q > 0 with the 
.folfowing property. rf y: [0, 1 J -+ B(l2, q) satisfies 
(4.19) 
then 
I 
I 
Iy(5)-o12dS’~h2(W,SZ)+E. 
0 
(4.20) 
I ’ lh(5)-o12&3q{h2( co’, B(l2, rf)): Id - 01 ,< a). 0 
Another useful consequence of Propositions 4.1, 4.2 is: 
COROLLARY 4.5. if u is any solution of (1.1 ), the function t -+ h(ri( t), 
F(u(t))) is Lebesgue measurable. 
5. THE UPPER BOUND 
Let u be any Caratheodory solution of ( 1.1). To establish Theorem 3.2, 
call a the right-hand side of (3.3). By Corollary 4.5, the integral is well 
defined. In this section we show that a is an upper bound for L(u). In 
Section 6 we will show that r is also a lower bound, completing the proof. 
Let E > 0 be given and, for simplicity, assume 
F(x) s B(0, R) VXE R” (5.1) 
for some constant R, which is not restrictive. 
LEMMA 5.1. If t E [0, T] is a Lebesgue point for ti, there exists p, > 0 for 
which the following holds. For each p E (0, p,], there exists 6 > 0 such that, 
lf a solution v of ( 1.1) satisfies 
Iv(t) - u(t)1 < 6, Iv(t+p)-u(t+p)l <a, (5.2) 
then 
s 
I+P 
Id(s)-C(t)/’ uk<<p[h2(li(t), F(u(t)))+~]. (5.3) I 
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Proof. Setting o = ti(r), Q = F(u(t)) in Lemma 4.4, choose fl E (0, l] 
such that (4.19) implies (4.20). Choose p,>O so small that 
F(x) G &&4r)), ‘I) vx E Ru(r), (R + 1) P,), (5.4) 
1 
s 
f+P 
PI 
(C(s) - i(t)\ ds s q/4 VP E (09 P,l. (5.5) 
We claim that with the above choices the conclusion of the lemma holds. 
Indeed, if 0 c p <p,, set 6 = pq/4 and let u be any solution of (1.1) 
satisfying (5.2). By (5.4) we have 
W) E &F(u(t)), rl) VSE [I, t+p]. (5.6) 
After the change of variable 5 = (s - r)/p, (5.2) and (5.5) together yield 
IJ 
1 
fi( ) d5 - ti( 1) < 3?//4. 
0 
(5.7) 
Therefore, by (4.20), 
5 ; llqt)-a(t)12 &az2(ti(r), F-(24(t)))+&. (5.8) 
Written in terms of the original variable s, this is precisely (5.3). 
Returning to the main proof, for each t E Leb(ti) choose p, > 0 according 
to Lemma 5.1. If r also lies in the Lebesgue set of the measurable map s + 
h(ti(s), F(u(s))), by possibly shrinking the value of p, we can assume that 
I 
I+P W2(4s), Qu(s))) - ew, F(u(t)))l ds Gpt (5.9) 
I 
for each p E (0, p,]. The family of all closed intervals [r, t + p] with 
Ocp <p, is a Vitali covering of Lxb(ti)n Leb(h(ti, F(u))). Since these 
Lebesgue sets have full measure in [0, 7J, using Vitali’s theorem [ 11, 
p. 1091 one can select finitely many disjoint intervals Ji = [fi, 1, + pi] and 
corresponding di > 0, i = 1, . . . . N, for which (5.3) holds, together with 
meas ([O, T]\ 6 Ji) c E. 
\i= I 
Set 6=min{ai;i= 1, . . . N} and define the function y E Y2: 
y(r) = 4t,) if ~EJ,, 
y(t)=0 if t # U Ji. 
(5.10) 
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We now show that the set {d; ~.ELF n E(u, 6)) can be covered with just 
one ball centered at y, whose radius is very close to z. Indeed, let t‘ be any 
solution of (1.1) contained in B(u, 6). Calling J= U J,, J“= [0, T]\J and 
using (5.3), (5.9). (5.10) one obtains 
JTld(r)-y(r)12dt< f [ Id(r)-ti(ti)~2dr+4R2meas(/‘) 
0 ,=, ‘4 
.k 
<j h2(u(s), F(u(s))) do + 2.5 meas + 4R2& 
J 
I‘ 
=z 
I 
h2(ti(s), F(u(s))) 03 + &(2T+ 4R’). (5.11) 
0 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the inequality L(U) <a is proved. 
6. THE LOWER BOUND 
The proof that the right-hand side of (3.3) is a lower bound for L(U) is 
achieved after a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let B E X”, o E $2, T > 0, and define the set of derivatives 
E = { ti :v is absolutely continuous, v(0) = 0, V(T) = TO, d E Q a.e. in [0, 51 } 
E U2( [O, r]; W). 
Then 
Pco.,,(E) = j-’ h2(w Q) dt 
( 0 > 
’ “2=\/;h(o@), (6.1) 
where ~co.rl denotes the Hausdorff measure of non-compactness on 
5e2( [O, T J; UP). 
Proof The definition of h implies that E is contained in the single 
closed ball B G 2” having the constant function y(t) = w as center, with 
radius & h(o, Q). Therefore, /I ro.r,(E) is not greater than the right-hand 
side of (6.1). To show the converse inequality, choose a function 
cp: [O, l] +s2 such that 
5 ; cp(t)&=w, j-’ Id5)-42d5=h2(wQ). (6.2) 0 
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Extend cp to the whole real line by periodicity (with period l), and define 
the sequence of functions cp,,: [0, 1 ] + 52 by setting 
CPA<) = (P(d). (6.3) 
If now tj: [0, T] + IX” is a constant function, one trivially has 
Observe that (6.4) is still valid if + is any piecewise constant function. A 
standard approximation technique then shows that (6.4) continues to hold 
for every $ E 9’. Given any E >O, if {y,, . . . y,,,} is any finite subset of 
Y2([0, t]; IW”), for v large enough we have 
(6.5) 
for all i. Therefore, the N balls B(y,, fi [h’(o, Q) - c]“‘) cannot cover E. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that /?c,,zl(E) > fi h(o, Q). 
In the following we still assume (5.1) and call i. a Lipschitz constant for 
F. Fix any solution u of (1.1) and any integer m 2 1. Divide the interval 
[O, T] into m equal subintervals, inserting the points 1, = kT/m. Since R is 
a Lipschitz constant for u, one has 
F(u(t)) G &F(4tk - I 11, ART/m) VtE [rk- 1, r,l. (6.6) 
Define the set 
E, = {d : u is absolutely continuous and, for all k, u( fk) = u( fk), 
~(r)~B(F(u(t,,_,)),IRT/m)a.e.in[t,-,,r,]}. 
LEMMA 6.2. The Hausdorff measure of non-compactness of the set E,,, 
satisfies 
I;2 
~rh2Wh Wt))) dr) . (6.7) 
0 
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Proof: For each k= 1, . . . m, (6.6) and the concavity of h2 imply 
['h2(2i(t), F(u(t))) dtd f j" h'(ti(t), B(F(u(t,- 1)), ART/m)) dt 
0 k=l Ik-1 
Gr f h2(q, Q,), (6.8) 
mk=l 
where 
It therefore sulkes to show that 
p’(&,) =; kcl h2(W Qk)* (6.9) 
The proof of (6.9) is achieved by applying the same technique of 
Lemma 6.1 to each subinterval [t& , , tk]. Fix E > 0. For each k = 1, . . . . m, 
choose a function (Pk: [0, l] + 52, such that 
j-l bk(t)-~ki2 4 =h’(Wk, Qk), (6.10) 
0 
and extend (Pi to the whole real line, by periodicity. Define a sequence of 
functions g,: [0, T] + u Qk by setting 
g,b) = (Pk (!+-1)) sE(tk-l,tkl. (6.11) 
As in the previous lemma, for any function tj E Z2 and any E > 0, (6.10) 
implies 
~fn~~o~lg,(~)-~(s)12d~= f “* (Ig,(~)-~k(2+l~(s)-~k12)ds 
k=l rk-1 
> f kkl [h2(%, ak) -El. (6.12) 
Since E > 0 and $ can be chosen arbitrarily, (6.12) shows that E,,, cannot 
be covered in Y2 with finitely many balls whose radius is smaller than 
(T/m) f h2(ok, Sz,) . 1 
l/2 
k=l 
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Therefore, /?‘(E,,J is greater or equal than the right-hand side of (6.9). The 
opposite inequality is trivial, since E, is contained in the single closed ball 
with radius ?, having as center the piecewise constant function 
.ds) = wk SE ttk-1, fkl. 
The previous lemma provides a lower bound on the measure of non-com- 
pactness for a set E, of derivatives of approximate solutions of (1.1). By a 
classical theorem of Filippov [S], for each approximate solution u there 
exists a nearby genuine solution, say w. A careful estimate of the g2 dis- 
tance I(zi - till, combined with (6.7), will yield the lower bound on L(U). 
LEMMA 6.3. Let @ be an arbitrary map from E,,, into S2. Zf 
II@(Y) - Yll G IJ VYEJ% (6.13) 
then the measure of non-compactness of the image @(E,) satisfies 
B(@&)) 3 B(EJ - 0. (6.14) 
Indeed, if @(E,) is covered with finitely many balls B( yi, p) for some 
radius p, then the balls B( yi, p + a) cover E,. 
LEMMA 6.4. For each m 2 1, setting 
vm = m-‘[21RT(e”‘- 1) + RT], (6.15) 
with the same notation as (3.1) one has 
p(i,:uE~n,(u,?,)}~P(E,)- 
21RT312eAT 
m ’ 
(6.16) 
Proof: Let u be an absolutely continuous function such that, for all k, 
u(tk) = U(tk), fi(t) E B(F(u(t,- 1)), UK%)) a-e. in [tk- i, tk]. 
Observe that 
d(fi(f), F(u(t))) G dAF(u(t)), B(F(u(fk- 1)), MT/m)) G 2ART/m 
for almost every t E (t& i, tk]. By Theorem 1 in [S], close to the 
approximate solution u there exists a genuine solution w of (l.l), satisfying 
2RT At [w(t)-u(t)\ <- m( e - l), (6.17) 
21RT Ir 
[tit(t)-ti(t)l<-e 
m 
a.e. in [0, T], (6.18) 
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By (6.2), lu( t) - v(t)1 < RT/m for all t. Therefore, w E % n B(u, q,). Using 
the axiom of choice, one can construct a function @: d + G defined on E,, 
such that, by (6.18), 
,,il-~(d),,~D$2%RTe”T. 
m 
(6.19)
In the T* norm, (6.19) becomes 
,Id-m(a),,,*s2”RT~=~. 
An application of Lemma 6.3 now yields (6.16). 
Finally, putting together (6.7) with (6.16) we obtain 
lim/3{ti:uE%n~(u,E)}= lim P(d:uE%n&a,rt,)} 
c-0 m-m 
2 lim inf /3(E,) - 
[ 
21RT312eAT 
I??-+0 m 1 
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2 h2(4t), I;(u(t))) tit 3 
completing the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
By a theorem of Olech 193, the upper semicontinuity of the integrand 
function h2 and its concavity w.r.t. o imply: 
COROLLARY 6.5. The functional u + L(u) is upper semicontinuous. 
7. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM 
Fix x0 E R” and consider the family %. of all solutions of the Cauchy 
problem 
i(t) E W(t)), $0) = x0, t E [0, T]. (7.1) 
If u E %o, one can again define the likelihood of u as 
L(u)=!i_moo~d:vE%onB(u,E)J. (7.2) 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that even in this case our integral formula 
continues to hold. We now introduce a scalar quantity which roughly 
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measures how many trajectories of (7.1) approach a given point X at 
time T. 
DEFINITION 7.1. The likelihood for a point 2 to be approached by 
solutions of (7.1) at time T is 
L(X)=li~o/?P(ti:ueFo, [u(T)-f( CC}. (7.3) 
Here, as usual, /I denotes the Hausdortf measure of non-compactness in 
Z2( [0, T]; Rn). The next result, combined with Theorem 3.2, shows that 
L(X) is the value function of a corresponding variational problem. 
THEOREM 7.2. 
L(Z)=max{l(v): UE~~, u(T)=%}. (7.4) 
Proof: Call 9: the set of solutions u of (7.1) which exactly reach X at 
time T, and call a the right-hand side of (7.4). Observe that a is well 
defined, being the maximum of an upper semicontinuous functional on a 
compact set. For every u E 4”: and every E > 0 one has 
p{ti: UE&, lu(T)-X( <E} >j?{ti: u~F~nB(u, E)}. 
Letting E + 0 we deduce L(X) > ~1. To prove the converse inequality, fix any 
constant a’ > a. For each v E @i there exists 6 > 0 such that 
~{~:w~90nB(u,6)}ca’. (7.5) 
Cover the compact set 9: with finitely many open balls Bi = B(ui, Si) for 
which (7.5) holds. We claim that there exists E> 0 such that the set 
A,= (uE&: Iu(T)-21 <E} 
is contained in the union of the balls Bi. If not, there would exist a 
sequence u,E~~ such that u,(T) -+ f and 
un4’JBi Vn>l. (7.6) 
By compactness, a subsequence u,,, would converge to some trajectory 
D E 9:. Since ti EBj for some j, (7.6) yields a contradiction. By our claim, 
we can now write 
proving the theorem. 
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EXAMPLE 3. In general, 
L(f)#j?{ti: UE.9& u(T)=.?}. 
Indeed, consider the Cauchy problem in R”: 
(-lr-,,h)EC--1, m{x:}, b, 9 x,)(O) = (090). 
Set T= 1, X = (0,O) and let u0 be the constant trajectory: u,(l) - (0,O) for 
all t. Then 
L(X) = L(u,) = 1 #/I{ li:uE.q~, u(l)=%} =/I{&} =o. 
8. PREDICTION AND FILTERING 
With the theory developed thus far, it is possible to give a precise mathe- 
matical meaning to a class of estimation, prediction, and filtering problems, 
in a context which is entirely independent of probability theory. 
1. PREDICTION PROBLEM. Given the Cuuchy problem (7.1), predict the 
most likely path. 
With the notation of the previous sections, this amounts to finding a 
trajectory u E F0 which maximizes the functional L(u). 
2. FILTERING PROBLEM. Assume that, for the Cauchy problem (7.1), a
function y(t) = g(x(t)) is observed. For each t E [0, T], give an estimate for 
x(t), knowing the values y(s) for 0 <s S t. 
For every t, the above problem can be formulated as 
max I ’ h’(ti(s), F(u(s))) cis 0 
subject to UE &, g(u(s)) = y(s), 0 <s G t. 
3. ESTIMATION PROBLEM. For each 8 in a compact set 8 of parameters, 
let a Lipschitz continuous multifunction Fe be given, &pending continuously 
on 0. If some trajectory u( ’ ) of a differential inclusion 
i.(t) E F%O)), x(0) = xg 
is observed, give an estimate on 8. 
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This leads to the problem of maximizing the likelihood 
P(u) =( [=h2(ti, P(u(t))) dt > 
l/2 
0 
for u fixed, over all 0 E 0. 
We remark that each of the above problems involves the computation of 
the maximum of an upper semicontinuous functional over a compact set. 
The existence of at least one solution therefore follows from classical 
theorems [3]. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider a system consisting of a signal z and an observa- 
tion y, satisfying the differential inclusion 
i(t) E m-(z(t)), r1) z(o)=zEw, (8.1) 
3(t) E ~k(4t))9 r2) z(0) = z E UP. (8.2) 
We regard (8.1), (8.2) as a unique differential inclusion for x = (z, y) in 
the product space IV x IV’. By Corollary 3.4, the likelihood of a solution 
x( .) = (z( .), y( .)) up to time t is 
i’ C(r: + r:)- Ii(s) -f(z(s))l* - 13(s) - &b))l’l ds 
112 
. 
0 
If an absolutely continuous observation yO(s) is given for s E [0, t], an 
optimal estimate for the signal z is thus a function i which minimizes the 
functional 
J,(z) =s,’ W-fMN12 + 1.90(s)- gW)12 & (8.3) 
subject to the constraints 
Ii(s) -fL+))l G rl, I lioO) - dds))l 6 r2. 
It is interesting to observe the close analogy between the above and the 
stochastic filtering problem 
dz( t) = f(z( t)) dt + dw,( t) 40) = zo, 
h(t) = g(z(t)) dt + dw,(t) Y(O) = Yo9 
where w,, w, are n- and m-dimensional, independent Brownian motions. 
Indeed, the (stochastic) maximum likelihood estimator for z, given an 
absolutely continuous observation ye(s), 0 <S < t, is precisely the one 
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which minimizes the integral (8.3), without any constraints [S]. When f 
and g are linear, the optimal estimate is given by Kalman’s filter. 
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